
ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE STABLENORM OF PERIODIC METRICSD. Burago, S. Ivanov, and B. KleinerAbstract. We study the di�erentiability of the stable norm k�k associated with aZn periodic metric on Rn. Extending one of the main results of [Ba2], we prove thatif p 2 Rn and the coordinates of p are linearly independent over Q, then there is alinear 2-plane V containing p such that the restriction of k�k to V is di�erentiable atp. We construct examples where k�k it is not di�erentiable at a point with coordinateslinearly independent over Q. Introduction0.1. In this paper we study the large-scale geometry of a Zn invariant Riemann-ian metric g on Rn. The Riemannian manifold (Rn; g) is within �nite Gromov-Hausdor� distance from an n-dimensional normed vector space, [Bu1], which wedenote (Rn; k�k). We call k�k the stable norm associated with g.We denote by B and F the unit ball and the unit sphere of the norm k�k, i.e.B = fv 2 Rn : kvk � 1g, F = fv 2 Rn : kvk = 1g, respectively. Our subject is thelocal structure of the surface F , namely, the shape of its tangent cone at certainpoints. This is a part of the general (and wide open) question: what norms canarise as stable norms of periodic Riemannian metrics?In [Ba2] V. Bangert { inspired by Aubry-Mather theory { made substantialprogress on this question in the case of two dimensional tori (analogous resultswere obtained independently by F. Nazarov [Na]). [Ba2] proved that the stablenorm is di�erentiable at every irrational point1 in R2, and that it is di�erentiableat a rational point only if the torus is foliated by closed geodesics representing thecorresponding element of Z2 ' H1(T 2;Z).In this paper, we consider the higher dimensional case, and the regularity of thestable norm in irrational directions. The following theorem is a partial generaliza-tion of V. Bangert's result [Ba2], (see also [M4], [Ba4].)Theorem 1. Let p be an irrational point in Rn. Then the stable norm k�k (ofa C3-smooth periodic Riemannian metric on Rn) is di�erentiable in at least oneThe �rst author was supported by NSF grant DMS-95-05175. The second author was supportedby RFFR grant 96-01-00676 and CRDF grant RM1-169. The third author was supported by NSFgrants DMS-95-05175 and DMS-9626911.1A point p 2 Rn is irrational if its coordinates are linearly independent over Q.Typeset by AMS-TEX1



2 D. BURAGO, S. IVANOV, AND B. KLEINERnonradial direction at p; in other words, the tangent cone to F at pkpk splits as ametric product of R with another cone.Remark. Theorem 1 has a natural generalization to normal Riemannian coveringspaces M̂ !M of a compact manifoldM with free abelian deck group Zk, providedk � Dim(M) (the dimension restriction is needed for the volume/packing argumentgiven at the end of section 3).The examples described in the next theorem show that the stable norm can benondi�erentiable at irrational points; hence the most optimistic attempt to gener-alize [Ba2] fails.Theorem 2. For every k, there is an n such that for almost every irrational pointp 2 Rn, there is a Ck-smooth Riemannian metric on the n-torus whose stable normis not di�erentiable at p.It turns out that the (non)di�erentiability of the stable norm is directly relatedto the structure of certain minimizing geodesics in M̂ and their interplay witha class of distance-like functions. Di�erentiability { or more precisely directionaldi�erentiability { correlates with the existence of curves which deviate arbitrarily farfrom a minimizing geodesic with bounded additional \cost". Such curves must lie ina small neighborhood of the family of minimizers associated with the point of Rn;the idea behind theorem 1 was that such curves may be constructed by joining longpieces of minimizers with short segments. We note that even for smooth metrics,the set of minimizing geodesics can be badly behaved. In the example of theorem2, the surface formed by the set of minimizing geodesics is highly corrugated; everycurve that stays close to it must be \long".Theorems 1 and 2 give some new information about possible singularities of thestable norm, but the picture is still far from complete. The following two questionsremain open:1. Is the �nite smoothness essential for the examples in theorem 2, or are theresimilar C1 examples?2. If the stable norm is smooth and uniformly strictly convex (that is, its secondfundamental form is uniformly positive de�nite) on an open set, is M̂ foliated byminimizing geodesics?The convenience of restricting ourselves to the case where M is di�eomorphicto Tn, and M̂ is the universal cover of M is that we may identify M̂ with Rn.Although this identi�cation is non-invariant, the image of Zn � Rn under thisidenti�cation is. Then the stable norm k�k is given bykvk = lim�!1 �(0; �v)�where �(�; �) is the distance function on M̂ ' Rn. Sometimes this norm is alsocalled limit norm or asymptotic norm of a metric �. The Banach space (Rn; k�k)approximates the metric space (Rn; �) in a very strong sense: there exists a constantC = C(�) such that(1) 8 x; y 2 Rn ��kx� yk � �(x; y)�� � C



ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE STABLE NORM OF PERIODIC METRICS 3(see [Bu1]). This estimate re�nes the statement that the Gromov{Hausdor� dis-tance between (Rn; �) and (Rn; k�k) is �nite.We will use � to denote the periodic metric under consideration and �� for thecorresponding metric on the torus Tn = Rn=Zn. We denote by UTTn and UTRnthe unit tangent bundles for metrics �� and �. All geodesics are parameterized byarc length. We call a geodesic  in (Tn; ��) minimal if its lift ~ is minimal, i.e. if�(~(a); ~(b)) = ja� bj for all a; b 2 R.AcknowledgementsThe �rst author would like to thank V. Bangert and F. Nazarov for discussionswhich to some extent formed his vision of the problem. He also would like to thankA. Katok and N. Simanai for their patience while listening to the �nal version ofthe argument.1. Rotation vectors and uniformly recurrent geodesics1.1. We de�ne the direction at in�nity D() 2 Rn for a geodesic  : R ! (Rn; �)by D() = limt!1 (t)� (0)tif the limit exists. Since �((t); (0)) � t for all T 2 R, we havekD()k = limt!1 k(t)� (0)kt = limt!1 �((t); (0))t � 1(the second equality follows from (1)). The rotation vector (see [?]) R() 2 Rn ofa geodesic  : R! (Tn; ��) is de�ned by R() = D(~) where ~ is a lift of .Recall that a geodesic  : R! (Tn; ��) is uniformly recurrent if for any t0 2 R thetrajectory f0(t) : t 2 Rg visits any neighborhood of 0(t0) in UTTn with a positivefrequency, that is, time average of the characteristic function of the neighborhoodalong the trajectory is positive. The purpose of this section is to prove the following1.2. Proposition. If v is an extreme point of B (i.e. v is not the midpoint of aline segment contained in B), then there is a uniformly recurrent geodesic  : R!(Tn; ��) with R() = v.1.3. Remark. It follows from 2.4 that a geodesic  given by Proposition 1.2 is aminimal one. Thus we obtain a kind of existence statement for minimal geodesicswith a given rotation vector. In general, not every vector v 2 F can be obtained asa rotation vector of a minimal geodesic. For n � 3 there exist examples of periodicmetrics for which B is a polyhedron and its vertices are the only possible rotationvectors of minimal geodesics (see [Ba1]).1.4. We will prove Proposition 1.2 using the technique of minimal measures intro-duced by J. Mather [M2]. In fact, we only adopt the basic constructions of [M1] toour settings.We may also view the rotation vector of a geodesic as a function of its velocityvector, i.e. for w 2 UTTn we set R(w) = R() where  is a geodesic in (Tn; ��)with 0(0) = w. This way R becomes a function de�ned on a subset of UTTn.



4 D. BURAGO, S. IVANOV, AND B. KLEINERDe�ne a map ! : TTn ! Rn as the second projection of the natural decompositionTTn �= Tn �Rn. The rotation vector of a geodesic  in (Tn; ��) may be written inthe form(2) R() = limt!1 1t Z t0 ~0 = limt!1 1t Z t0 ! � (0) :(here ~ denotes a lift of  in Rn). Thus the function R is the average alongtrajectories of the function !.Let m be a �nite Borel measure on UTTn. We de�ne its rotation vector R(m) 2Rn by the formula R(m) = ZUTTn ! dm :Clearly R(m) is a linear function of m. We call a measure m on UTTn invariantif it is preserved by the geodesic ow of (Tn; ��). If m is an invariant probabilitymeasure then (by (2) and the Birkho� ergodic theorem) the function R is de�nedm-almost everywhere, andR(m) = ZUTTn R(w) dm(w) :In particular, kR(m)k � 1. The �rst observation about invariant measures is thefollowing1.3. Lemma. For every v 2 F there is an invariant probability measure m withR(m) = v.Proof. Let (�i) be a sequence of positive numbers, �i ! 1. For each i leti : [0; li] ! (Tn; ��) be a minimal geodesic whose lift joins points 0 and �iv in(Rn; �). Here li = �(0; �iv). Then consider a probability measure uniformly dis-tributed along the segment [0; li] � R and let mi be the image of that measurein UTTn under the map t 7! 0(t). Some subsequence of (mi) converges weaklyin the space of probability measures on UTTn. We may assume that the originalsequence (mi) converges to some measure m. It is trivial that m is an invariantmeasure. ThenR(m) = ZUTTn ! dm = lim ZUTTn ! dmi = lim �ivli = vkvk(the last equality follows from the de�nition of the stable norm). Since kvk = 1,the lemma follows. �1.4. Now suppose that v is an extreme point of B (i.e. no line segment containedin B has its midpoint at v). Let M(v) denote the set of all invariant probabilitymeasures m with R(m) = v. This set is convex and compact (with respect tothe weak topology). By the Krein{Milman theorem there is a measure m whichis an extreme point of M(v). Such a measure m is ergodic with respect to thegeodesic ow. Indeed, if 0 < � < 1 and m = �m1 + (1 � �)m2 for some invariantprobability measures m1 and m2, then v = R(m) = �R(m1) + (1 � �)R(m2), so



ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE STABLE NORM OF PERIODIC METRICS 5the extremeness of v in B implies that R(m1) = R(m2) = v. Since m is an extremepoint of M(v) it follows that m1 = m2.Let U be an open subset of UTTn with m(U) > 0. The ergodicity of m impliesthat m-almost every trajectory of the geodesic ow visits U with positive frequency.Since the topology of UTTn has a countable base, m-almost every trajectory doesthis for all open sets of positive measure. Note that m-almost every trajectory iscontained in supp(m), the support of measure m. Since for an open U � UTTn thecondition U \ supp(m) 6= ? implies m(U) > 0, it follows that m-almost every tra-jectory is uniformly recurrent. On the other hand, R(w) = R(m) = v for m-almostall w 2 UTTn since m is ergodic. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.2.2. Generalized coordinates and minimizers2.1. If L : Rn ! R is a linear function we let kLk denote its norm in the space(Rn; k�k)�, i.e. kLk = maxfjL(x) : kxk = 1g. We say that a linear function Lsupports B at a point v 2 F if kLk = 1 and L(v) = 1. Geometrically it means thata hyperplane L�1(1) touches the surface F at p. We denote by F �(v) the set oflinear functions supporting B at v, and by F � the set of all linear functions L withkLk = 1.Let L 2 F � and let f be a real-valued function on (Rn; �). We say that f is ageneralized coordinate associated with L if(2.1.1) f is a 1-Lipschitz function with respect to �, i.e. jf(x)� f(y)j � �(x; y) forall x; y 2 Rn.(2.1.2) The function (f � L) is Zn-periodic, i.e. for every x 2 Rn and h 2 Zn wehave f(x+ h) = f(x) + L(h).Such function were used in [BuI2] to make volume estimates. We extract a con-struction from [BuI2] in the following statement.2.2. Proposition. For any L 2 F � there is a generalized coordinate associatedwith L.Proof. De�ne a function f on Rn byf(x) = lim supkyk!1(L(y)� �(x; y)) :First, we need to prove that all values of f are �nite. This follows from (1) and theequality lim supkyk!1 (L(y)� kx� yk) = L(x)which holds since kLk = 1. Then f is 1-Lipschitz as it is the supremum of a familyof 1-Lipschitz functions. Finally, for any x 2 Rn and h 2 Zn we havef(x+ h) = lim supkyk!1(L(y)� �(x+ h; y))= lim supky�hk!1�L(y � h)� �(x; y � h)�+ L(h) = f(x) + L(h) ;so f satis�es (2.1.2). �



6 D. BURAGO, S. IVANOV, AND B. KLEINER2.3. Let f be a generalized coordinate and let  : R! (Rn; �) be a geodesic. Wesay that  is calibrated by f , or that  is an f-calibrated, if(3) f((b))� f((a)) = b� afor all a; b 2 R.Note that for an arbitrary unit-speed curve  in (Rn; �) we havef((b))� f((a)) � �((a); (b)) � jb� ajfor all a; b 2 R. Therefore if  is f -calibrated then  is a minimal geodesic. It isclear that being f -calibrated is actually a local property: if  is not f -calibratedthen for any " > 0 there exists a 2 R such that (3) fails for [a; b] = [a; a+"]. >From(2.1.2) it follows that any integer translate of an f -calibrated geodesic is also anf -calibrated.2.4. Proposition. Let  : R! (Rn; �) be a lift of a uniformly recurrent geodesicwith D() = v 2 F , and L 2 F �(v). Then  is calibrated by any generalizedcoordinate associated with L.Proof. Let f be a generalized coordinate associated with L, and suppose that is not f -calibrated. We may assume that (3) fails for a = 0 and b = 1, sayf((1))� f((0)) = 1� " where " > 0. Let U be a neighborhood of 0(0) in UTRnsuch that for every geodesic 1 in (Rn; �) with 01(0) 2 U we have �(1(t); (t)) <"=3 for all t 2 [0; 1]. Since  is a lift of a uniformly recurrent geodesic, thereexists a sequence (ti)1i=1 of real numbers such that for all i we have ti+1 � ti + 1,ti=i � T0 <1, and 0(ti) 2 U + hi for some hi 2 Zn. By (2.1.2) and the choice ofU we have f((ti + 1))� f((ti)) � 1� "=3for each i. Summing up these inequalities for i = 1; : : : ;m, together with obviousones f((ti+1))� f((ti)) � ti+1 � tiwe obtain thatf((tm + 1))� f((0)) � tm + 1� m"3 � �1� "3T0� tm + 1 :Therefore lim supt!1 f((t))� f((0))t � 1� "3T0 < 1 :Since jf � Lj is bounded, one may replace f by L in this estimate. On the otherhand, limt!1 L((t))� L((0))t = L(D()) = L(v) = 1(the �rst equality follows from the de�nition of D(), see 1.1). This contradictionproves the proposition. �We will apply Proposition 2.4 at a point v 2 F where B has several di�erentsupporting linear functions (this may happen if F is not smooth at v), so the samegeodesic  will be calibrated by the generalized coordinates associated with eachof these functions. The following Proposition 2.5 tells us that in this case all thegeneralized coordinates calibrating  have similar local behavior near .



ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE STABLE NORM OF PERIODIC METRICS 72.5 Proposition. Let � be a C3 metric. Then there is a constant C = C(�) withthe following property. If a geodesic  is calibrated by two generalized coordinates f1and f2 (possibly associated with di�erent linear functions), then for d = f1((0))�f2((0)) the inequality jf1(x)� f2(x) � dj � C � �(x; )2holds for all x 2 Rn. Here �(x; ) denotes inff�(x; (t)) : t 2 Rg.Proof. It su�ces to prove the statement only in the case d = 0 (just add a constantto f2). Pick constants " > 0 and r > " such that r + " is less than the injectivityradius of (Rn; �). Fix t 2 R and denote c = f1((t)) = f2((t)). Since f1 and f2are 1-Lipschitz functions, we havefi((t+ r)) � �((t+ r); x) � fi(x) � fi((t� r)) + �((t� r); x) ;or flow(x) := c+ r � �((t+ r); x) � fi(x) � c� r + �((t� r); x) := fup(x)for any x 2 Rn, i = 1; 2. Both flow and fup are C2-smooth functions of x within"-neighborhood of (t), and their values and �rst derivatives at (t) coincide. (Thevalues are equal to c and the gradients are equal to 0(t)). So if C > 2=" and C isan upper bound for the second derivative of a function �(x0; �) between its valuesr � " and r + ", thenjf1(x)� f2(x)j � fup(x) � flow(x) � C � �(x; (t))2Since t is arbitrary, the proposition follows. �3. A tangent cone of B at an irrational point3.1. We call a vector v 2 Rn irrational if its coordinates are linearly independentover Q: v is not an irrational vector if and only if there is a nonzero linear functionL 2 (Qn)� � (Rn)� such that L(v) = 0. The latter description implies that non-irrational vectors form a set of zero measure in Rn since this set is a union ofcountably many hyperplanes. If v is an irrational vector then �v is irrational forany � 2 R.For v 2 Rn we denote by hvi the line f�v : � 2 Rg � Rn. If v is an irrationalvector the union of lines hvi+ Zn := Sh2Zn�hvi+ h� is dense in Rn.3.2. For v 2 F we denote by Cv(B) the tangent cone of B at v. We de�ne atangent cone as an intersection of half-spaces(4) Cv(B) = \L2F�(v)fx 2 Rn : L(x) � 0gA convex cone is called sharp if it contains no straight lines. From (4) it follows thatCv(B) is sharp if and only if F �(v) contains n linearly independent linear functions.If Cv(B) is sharp then obviously v is an extreme point of B.



8 D. BURAGO, S. IVANOV, AND B. KLEINER3.3. Theorem. Let � be a C3-smooth periodic Riemannian metric on Rn, let Bbe the unit ball of its stable norm, and let v be an irrational vector in the boundaryof B. Then the tangent cone Cv(B) is not sharp.Proof. Suppose that Cv(B) is a sharp cone. By Proposition 1.5 there exists ageodesic  : R ! (Rn; �) with D() = v which is a lift of a uniformly recurrentgeodesic. Pick n linearly independent functions L1; : : : ; Ln from F �(v). For each i =1; : : : ; n construct a generalized coordinate fi associated with Li. We may assumethat fi((0)) = 0 and so fi((t)) = t for all t 2 R. De�ne a map �f : (Rn; �)! Rn�1by �f = (f1 � f2; f2 � f3; : : : ; fn�1 � fn) :For any x 2 Rn and h 2 Zn we have�f(x+ h) = �f(x) + �L(h)where the linear map �L : Rn ! Rn�1 is de�ned by�L = (L1 � L2; L2 � L3; : : : ; Ln�1 � Ln) :Therefore for any h 2 Zn the values of �f are equal to �L(h) along the geodesic +h,so we have the estimate j �f(x)� �L(h)j � C � �(x;  + h)2 :(see 2.4 and 2.5). Applying this for points x of another geodesic  + h1 we obtainthat j�L(h1)� �L(h)j � C � �( + h1;  + h)2for all h; h1 2 Zn. (For two geodesics 1 and 2 we denote by �(1; 2) the distancebetween them as subsets of (Rn; �)). Therefore(5) �( + h1;  + h) �qj�L(h1)� �L(h)j=Cfor all h; h1 2 Zn.The functions fi�Li are bounded and fi((t)) = t for t 2 R, so jLi((t))�tj � Cfor some constant C not depending on t. Hence there is an R > 0 such thatj(t)� vtj � R for all t 2 R (this follows from the fact that vt is the only point ofRn at which the values of functions Li are all equal to t). Thus any straight line ofthe form hvi+h is contained within R-neighborhood of the corresponding geodesic + h.Note that the map �L is surjective and Ker �L = hvi. Let U be a bounded neigh-borhood of a unit cube in Rn�1, U1 be a bounded set in Rn such that U � L(U1),and U2 be the R-neighborhood of U2. Since hvi+Zn is dense in Rn and �L(v) = 0,the set �L(Zn) is dense in Rn�1. For a small " > 0 one can �nd a collection of pointsy1; : : : ; yN 2 U \ �L(Zn) such that N � (1=")n�1 and jyi � yj j > " for i 6= j. Letyi = �L(hi) where hi 2 Zn. Consider the geodesics  + hi in (Rn; �). They all crossthe region U2. If U3 is the 1-neighborhood of U2 in (Rn; �), then the intersection ofeach of our geodesics  + hi with U3 will contain an interval of length 2 inside U3.



ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE STABLE NORM OF PERIODIC METRICS 9By (5), the pairwise distances between the geodesics  + hi are not less thanp"=C. Hence their tubular neighborhoods of radiusp"=4C are disjoint. Summingup Riemannian volumes of these tubular neighborhoods we obtain a lower boundfor the volume of U3:Vol(U3) � (1=")n � ("=4C)(n�1)=2 = c1"�(n+1)=2for some c1 > 0. Since " is arbitrarily small, it follows that Vol(U3) = 1. This isimpossible since U3 is bounded. �4. An exampleIn this section we construct the examples described in theorem 2. The idea ofthe construction is to begin by producing a set of minimizers. This set will be (theclosure of) a highly corrugated surface. The estimate of lemma (5), together withelementary geometric considerations, suggests that the cross-section of this surfacemay be regarded as a curve which stretches distance in the following very strongsense: the distance between the images is at least the square root of the distancebetween pre-images modulo 1. On the other hand, this curve has to have irrationalrotation vector, and it has to be invariant under a group of di�eomorphisms. Weconstruct this curve as a sum of two curves. One of them is a small periodic curve( with rotation vector zero), which stretches distance and persists under a group ofdi�eomorphisms having dense orbits on the curve. A construction of a curve withanalogous properties was used in [BuI3]. The other one is a smooth curve with ir-rational rotation vector which lies in a submanifold of high codimension. The �rstcurve will be constructed using trigonometric series, where the following approxi-mation condition is a technical requirement used to estimate the denominators inthe coe�cients of the series.We call a number � 2 R approximable if for any " > 0 there exists a sequence ofrational numbers fpk=qkg1k=1 such thatj�� pk=qkj < 1=q2kand(6) q1+"=2k < qk+1 < 12q1+"kfor all k � 1.4.1. Lemma. Almost all real numbers are approximable.Proof. For a given � 2 R, every convergent pk=qk of the corresponding continuedfraction satis�es j��pk=qkj < 1=q2k. By Khinchin's theorem, it is known (e. g. [Ka])that for almost every � the denominators of these convergents grow exponentially:the limit limk!1(log qk)=k exists. For such �, it is certainly possible to �nd asubsequence of fqkg to satisfy (6). �Let  : R ! Rn be a continuous curve and r > 1 be an integer. We say that is r-stretching if there exists � > 0 such that j(x) � (y)j � jx � yj1=r wheneverjx� yj � �.



10 D. BURAGO, S. IVANOV, AND B. KLEINER4.2. Proposition. Let r > 1 be an integer, and let � 2 R be approximable. Thenthere exists an r-stretching 1-periodic curve  : R! R8r such that the functionx 7! (x+ �)� (x)is C1-smooth.Proof. Let " = 1=2(r � 1) and pick a sequence fpk=qkg as in 4.1. We assume thatq1 > 104r(r�1) which, by (6), implies that qk+1 > 10rqk for all k.We identify R8r with C4r and use the notation E(t) = exp(2�it) 2 C for t 2 R.Let vk be the kth basis vector of C4r for 1 � k � 4r, and vk+4r = vk for all k 2 Z.De�ne  : R! C4n by (x) = 1Xk=1 q�1=2rk E(qkx)vk :Then (x+ �)� (x) = 1Xk=1 q�1=2rk E(qk�)E(qkx)vk :The formal derivative of these series has the form1Xk=1 q1�1=2rk E(qk�)E(qkx)vk :Since qk��pk < 1=qk, we have E(qk�) < 2�q�1k , so this formal derivative convergesabsolutely. It follows that the function x 7! (x+ �)� (x) is C1.We will prove that j(x)� (y)j � jx� yj1=r whenever jx� yj < 1=2q1. Assumethat x < y < x+ 1=2q1 and denote � = y � x. We have(y)� (x) = 1Xk=1 q�1=2rk E(qkx)(E(qk�)� 1)vk :The right inequality in (6) implies 12q�1k+1 > q�1�"k , so the intervals (q�1�"k ; 12q�1k )cover the interval (0; 1=2q1). Pick an index m for which � 2 (q�1�"m ; 12q�1m ). Forevery integer j > �m=4r denote aj = qm+4rj and set aj = 0 for j � �m=4r. Wehave � 2 (a�1�"0 ; 12a�10 ), so ��1=(1+") < a0 < 12��1 ;and, by (6), aj+1 > a(1+"=2)4rj > a1+2r"j = a2+2"j :It follows that aj+1 � 102raj for all j, anda1 > a2+2"0 > ��(2+2")=(1+") = ��2 ;a�1 < a1=(2+2")0 < a1=20 < ��1=2 :



ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE STABLE NORM OF PERIODIC METRICS 11The mth coordinate of the vector (y)� (x) can be written asXj2Z a�1=2rj E(ajx)(E(aj�)� 1) :So j(y)� (x)j � a�1=2r0 ��E(a0�)� 1���Xj 6=0 a�1=2rj ��E(aj�)� 1��Since jE(t)� 1j � 4t for 0 � t � 1=2, we havea�1=2r0 ��E(a0�)� 1�� � 4�a1�1=2r0 > 4�1�(1�1=2r)=(1+") = 4�1=r :For j > 0 we have aj > 102r(j�1)a1 > 102r(j�1)��2, soXj>0 a�1=2rj ��E(aj�)� 1�� �Xj>0 2a�1=2rj <Xj>0 2(102r(j�1)��2)�1=2r=Xj>0 2 � 10�j+1�1=r < 2:5 �1=r :For �m=4 < j < 0 we have 104r < aj < 10j+1a�1 < 10j+1��1=2, soXj<0 a�1=2rj ��E(aj�)� 1�� �Xj<0 10�2 � 2�aj� �Xj<0 10�1(10j+1��1=2)�=Xj<0 10j�1=2 < 0:5 �1=2 � 0:5 �1=r :It follows that j(x) � (y)j � (4� 2:5� 0:5)�1=r = �1=r. �4.3. Proposition. For every integer n � 7 and v 2 Rn there is a three-dimensionalsmooth submanifold M � Tn and a smooth ow on M , one of whose trajectorieshas the rotation vector v (as a curve in Tn).Proof. Let M0 be a two-dimensional orientable surface of genus n equipped with anegatively curved Riemannian metric, and let UTM0 be its unit tangent bundle.Every map UTM0 ! Tn is homotopic to a self-transversal smooth map which hasto be an embedding since n � 7. Choose such an embedding UTM0 ,! Tn whichinduces an epimorphism of fundamental groups; letM be the image of UTM0 in Tn.We consider ows on M ' UTM0 preserving the Liouville measure. Each owis generated by a divergence-free vector �eld on M . The rotation vector R(X) 2Rn �= H1(Tn;R) of such a vector �eld X is the average value of rotation vectorsof its trajectories as curves in Tn. The map X ! R(X) is linear and the set of itsvalues is the entire Rn. Let Y be a divergence-free vector �eld with R(Y ) = v.Let X0 be a vector �eld which generates the geodesic ow of our metric. It isskew-symmetric with respect to the relfection w 7! �w of UTM0, so R(X0) = 0.Since the metric has negative curvature, its geodesic ow is an Anosov ow. Hencethe vector �eld X" := X0 + "Y still generates ergodic ow for " small enough. Inparticular, almost every trajectory generated by X" has the rotation vector equalto R(X") = "v. To complete the proof, consider the ow generated by X"=". �



12 D. BURAGO, S. IVANOV, AND B. KLEINER4.4. Let n = 8r + 6, v 2 Rn be a completely irratonal vector. Fix M � Tn and atrajectory  : R!M of a smooth ow on M constructed by Proposition 4.3. Foreach x 2 Tn, identify the tangent space TxTn with Rn in the standard way, andthen consider the family fLx = TxM : x 2 Mg of 3-dimensional linear subspacesof Rn. Pick a (8r)-dimensional linear subspace L � Rn which is transversal to thisfamily, i. e. L \ Lx = f0g for all x 2 M . Transversality implies that there exist" > 0, a tubular neighborhood U � Tn of M , and a smooth retraction p : U ! Msuch that p(x+ y) = x whenever x 2M , y 2 L and jyj < ".Let � 2 R be an approximable number. Using Proposition 4.2, construct anr-stretching 1-periodic continuous curve 1 : R ! L such that the map f : R ! Lgiven by f(s) = 1(s+ �)� 1(s)is C1-smooth. After a suitable homothety we may assume that j1(s)j < "=8, andhence jf(s)j < "=4, for all s 2 R.Denote � = 1=3. Fix a smooth function ' : [0; 1 + �]! [0; 1] such that '(t) = 0for t 2 [0; �] and '(t) = 1 for t 2 [1; 1+�]. De�ne �: R� [0; 1+�]! Tn+1�R by�(s; t) = ((s+ �t) + 1(s) + f(s)'(t); (s+ �t) mod 1; t) 2 Tn � S1 �R :4.5. Lemma. There exists c > 0 such that(7) j�(s; t)� �(s0; t0)j � c j(s� s0) mod 1j1=rfor all s; s0 2 R, t; t0 2 [0; 1 + �].Proof. For values of j(s�s0) mod 1j bounded away from zero, we may �nd a constantc to satisfying (7) sincej�(s; t)� 2(s0; t0)j � minf1; 1=j�jg � j(s� s0) mod 1jand the function x 7! x1=r=x is bounded outside any neighborhood of zero. So itsu�ces to prove the statement of lemma when j(s� s0) mod 1j is su�ciently small.First let t0 = t = 0. We havej�(s; 0)� �(s0; 0)j � j(s) + 1(s)� 1(s0)� (s0 + �t)j� dist(M + 1(s)� 1(s0);M) � c1j1(s)� 1(s0)jsince the vector 1(s) � 1(s0) lies in L and its length is less than ". Then (7) fort0 = t = 0 follows from the fact that 1 is r-stretching and 1-periodic.Since �(s; t)��(s; 0) is a C1 (and hence Lipschitz) function of (s; t), the estimate(7) for t0 = t = 0 implies the same for t0 = t 6= 0. Then the complete statementfollows since jt� t0j � j�(s; t)� �(s; t0)j � C � jt� t0j for some constant C. �De�ne �0 : R� [0; 1+�]! Tn+2 to be � �� where � : Tn+1�R! Tn+1�S1 =Tn+1 is the standard factorization. Note that for t 2 [0; �],�(s; t+ 1) = ((s+ �+ �t) + 1(s) + f(s); (s+ �+ �t) mod 1; t+ 1)= �(s+ �; t) + (0; 0; 1) 2 Tn � S1 �R ;



ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE STABLE NORM OF PERIODIC METRICS 13so(8) �0(s; t+ 1) = �0(s+ �; t) for all s 2 R, t 2 [0; �]:In other words, a piece of the surface �0(s; t) where t 2 [1; 1 + �] matches the onewhere t 2 [0; �], up to the parameter shift s 7! s+�. � has no other self-intersectionssince the last coordinate of �0(s; t) is t mod 1.Let w0 be the vector �eld along �0 given by w0(s; t) = ddt�0(s; t). We are goingto consider w0(s; t) as a function of point �0(s; t) 2 Tn+2. Though w0(s; t) is onlyC1 as a function of (s; t), it turns out to be smoother when viewed as a functionon a subset of Tn+2.4.6. Lemma. There exists a Cr�1-smooth vector �eld W0 on Tn+2 such that w0 =W0 � �0.Proof. In view of (8) it su�ces to prove the same statement for a similar vector�eld along �, w(s; t) = ddt�(s; t). By Whitney's extension theorem [?] it su�ces toconstruct for each (s; t) 2 R� [0; 1+�] a smooth vector �eld 's;t in a neighborhoodof �(s; t) 2 Tn+1 �R so thatjw(�(s0; t0))� 's;t(s0; t0)j � O(j�(s0; t0)� �(s; t)jr) ; (s0; t0)! (s; t) :Recall that  is a trajectory of a smooth ow on M � Tn, so there is a smoothvector �eld V on M such that 0(t) = V ((t)) for all t 2 R. Sow(s; t) = (�V ((s+ �t)) + f(s)g0(t); �; 1)is a C1-smooth function of (s; t). In particular,(9) jw(t0; � 0)� w(t; � 0)j � Cjt0 � tjfor some C > 0. Let U be a neighborhood of M � Tn and p : U ! M be aretraction as described in 4.4. De�ne 's;t by's;t(x; y; z) = (�V (p(x� f(s)g(z))) + f(s)g0(z); �; 1) ;x 2 U + f(s)g(z) � Tn; y 2 S1; z 2 [0; 1 + �] :Then 's;t is a smooth function and 's;t(�(s; t)) = w(s; t) for all s 2 R, t 2 [0; 1+�].Since f is 1-periodic, 's+m;t = 's;t for any m 2 Z. Also, 's;t does not depend ont and 's;t(x; y; z) is a C1-smooth function of (s; x; y; z). Then for any m 2 Z wehavejw(s0; t0)� 's;t(�(s0; t0))j = j's0;t0(�(s0; t0))� 's+m;t0(�(s0; t0))j � Cjs0 � s�mjfor some constant C. Since m is arbitrary,jw(s0; t0)� 's;t(�(s0; t0))j � Cj(s0 � s) mod 1j



14 D. BURAGO, S. IVANOV, AND B. KLEINERUsing 4.5 we conclude thatjw(s0; t0)� 's;t(�(s0; t0))j � Cj�(s0; t0)� �(s; t)jr ;and the lemma follows. �Thus we have a ow on Tn+2 (generated by a Cr�1-smooth vector �eld W0)such that all the curves �s0 := �0(s; �) : [0; 1]! Tn+2 are intervals of its trajectories.Every curve �s0 joins the points ((s); s; 0) and ((s+�); s+�; 0) in Tn+2, and thenthe similar curve �s+�0 forms the next piece of a trajectory. Clearly �s0 is homotopicto a curve t 7! ((s + �t); s + �t; t) 2 Tn+2, so the rotation vector of the entiretrajectory is equal to (�v; �; 1), where v 2 Rn is the rotation vector of  (see 4.4).Since the last two coordinates of w0(�) are the constants � and 1, we may assumethe same for W0(�), i.e., W0(�) = (W1(�); �; 1) for some smooth W1 : Tn+2 ! Rn.4.7. Let M � Tn+2 be the image of �0. Let ~W0 and ~M be the lifts of W0 andM from Tn+2 to Rn+2. Both ~W0 and ~M are Zn+2-invariant. De�ne two linearfunctions L and H on Rn+2 by L(x; y; z) = y � �z and H(x; y; z) = z for x 2 Rn,y; z 2 R. Here are the properties of ~W0 and ~M that we will need:(1) ~W0 is a Cr�1-smooth vector �eld whose last two coordinates are � and 1.In particular, L is constant and H increases at the constant rate 1 underthe ow generated by ~W0.(2) ~M � Rn+2 is invariant under the ow generated by ~W0. At least onetrajectory of ~W0 lies in M and has rotation vector (�v; �; 1).(3) There exists c > 0 such thatjp� qj � cjL(p)� L(q)j1=r for all x; y 2 ~M:These properties follow immediately from Lemma 4.5.Let g0 be a Riemannian metric on Rn+2 which induces the standard at metricon every hyperplane Rn+1�fconstg and such that ~W0 is a unit-length vector �eldorthogonal to these hyperplanes with respect to g0. Clearly g0 is uniquely deter-mined, Cr�1-smooth, and Zn+2-periodic. Let �0 denote the distance associatedwith g0. Note that L and H are 1-Lipschitz functions with respect to �0.It is easy to construct a Cr�2-smooth Zn-periodic function ' : Rn+2 ! R suchthat 'j ~M � 0 and '(x) � �0(x; ~M)r�1 for all x 2 Rn+2. De�ne a Riemannianstructure g on Rn+2 by g = g0=(1 + ')2. g0 is periodic and Cr�2-smooth.Let � be the metric determined by g and let k�k be the stable norm of �. Wewill prove that the unit sphere of k�k is nonsmooth at the point (�v; �; 1) 2 Rn+2.First note that k(�v; �; 1)k � 1 by (2) above.4.8. Lemma. There exists an " > 0 such that�(p; q) � jH(p)�H(q)j+ "jL(p)� L(q)jwhenever H(p)�H(q) is integer, p; q 2 Rn+2.Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume 0 � H(p) < 1 and H(q) � H(p).Since � is a length metric, there is a sequence of points p0 = p, p1, : : : , pN = q such



ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE STABLE NORM OF PERIODIC METRICS 15that �(p; q) =P �(pi; pi+1) and for each i = 0; : : : ; N � 1 either H(pi+1) = H(pi),or H(pi+1) = H(pi) + 1 and a shortest curve joining pi and pi+1 lies betweenthe hyperplanes H�1(H(pi)) and H�1(H(pi+1)). It su�ces to prove the desiredestimate for each pair of points (pi; pi+1) instead of (p; q). In the case H(pi) =H(pi+1) it holds with " = 1 because L is 1-Lipschitz with respect to �.Let H(q) = H(p) + 1 and let  be a C1-smooth curve joining p and q andwhich lies between the hyperplanes fH = H(p)g and fH = H(q)g. We assumethat  : [0; 1]! (Rn+2; �) is a constant speed parametrization. Let `() denote thelength of  in (Rn+2; �). We have to check that `() � 1+ "jL(p)�L(q)j for some" > 0 independent of , p and q.Consider the map f : Rn+1 � [0; 2] ! Rn+2 de�ned as follows: for x 2 Rn+1,y 2 [0; 2], f(x; y) is the y-shift of the point (x; 0) 2 Rn+2 along the vector �eld ~W0.Clearly f preserves hyperplanes of the form fH = constg, and f�1 is a change ofvariables in Rn+1� [0; 2] which transforms ~W0 into the (n+2)nd coordinate vector�eld. Since f is a Zn+1-periodic C1-smooth di�eomorphism, there are constantsc1; c2 > 0 such thatjx� yj=c1 � �0(f(x); f(y)) � c1jx� yj for all x; y 2 Rn+1 � [0; 2]and jx� yj � c2jL � f(x)� L � f(y)j1=r whenever x; y 2 f�1( ~M):Note that L � f is the (n+ 1)st coordinate function on Rn+1 � [0; 2].We may write (t) = f(1(t); 2(t)) for some 1 : [0; 1]! Rn+1 and 2 : [0; 1]![0; 2]. Clearly g2(t) = H � (t) for all t. Since the vector �eld ~W0 is orthogonal tothe hyperplanes fH = constg with respect to ~g, we havek0(t)kg = (1 + '((t)) � kg0(t)kg0 � (1 + '((t))qc1012 + 022 :Let � = jL(p)� L(q)j. Consider the following cases.Case 1: � � 2. Then `() � �(p; q) � jL(p) � L(q)j = � � 1 + �=2. In theremaining cases we suppose � < 2.Case 2: �0(p; ~M) and �0(q; ~M) are less than c3�1=r where c3 = c1c2=3. It followsthat 1(0) and 1(1) lie within ( 13 c2�1=r)-neighborhood of f�1( ~M) in Rn+1� [0; 2],so j1(0)� 1(1)j � 13c2�1=r. Then`()2 = Z 10 k0(t)k2g � Z 10 c1012 + 022� c1j1(1)� 1(0)j2 + j2(1)� 2(0)j2 � 1 + c1c229 �2=r :Since r � 2, it follows that `() � 1+ c4� where c4 can be easily expressed in termsof c1, c2 and the upper bound for � (that is, 2).Case 3: �0(p; ~M) � c3�1=r (or similar case with q). Let `0 denote length withrespect to �0 and let 0 be the starting interval of  such that `0(0) = 12c3d1=r.
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